and the time scales for bifurcation into physical and chemical channels underscore the critical importance of structural dynamics in determining the true nature of complex molecular behaviors and the energy landscapes of radiationless transitions.
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Electron Spectroscopy of Aqueous Solution Interfaces Reveals Surface Enhancement of Halides

Sutapa Ghosal,1,2 John C. Hemminger,1,3 Hendrik Bluhm,3 Bongjin Simon Mun,4 Eleonore L. D. Hebenstreit,2 Guido Ketteler,2 D. Frank Ogletree,2 Felix G. Requejo,2,5 Miquel Salmeron2

It has been suggested that enhanced anion concentrations at the liquid/vapor interface of airborne saline droplets are important to aerosol reactions in the atmosphere. We report ionic concentrations in the surface of such solutions. Using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy operating at ambient near pressure, we have measured the composition of the liquid/vapor interface for deliquesced samples of potassium bromide and potassium iodide. In both cases, the surface composition of the saturated solution is enhanced in the halide anion compared with the bulk of the solution. The enhancement of anion concentration is more dramatic for the larger, more polarizable iodide anion. By varying photoelectron kinetic energies, we have obtained depth profiles of the liquid/vapor interface. Our results are in good qualitative agreement with classical molecular dynamics simulations. Quantitative comparison between the experiments and the simulations indicates that the experimental results exhibit more interface enhancement than predicted theoretically.

A detailed knowledge of halide ion concentrations at solution interfaces is of great importance for understanding the chemistry of salt solutions. This is of current interest because halide ion concentrations play a key role in many atmospheric and environmental chemistry processes. For example, reactions of sea-salt aerosols with gas-phase oxidants such as OH and ozone have been suggested as a mechanism for the introduction of substantial amounts of gas-phase chlorine and bromine compounds into the marine troposphere (1, 2). Recent field measurements have directly observed Cl2, Br2, and BrCl, which provides strong evidence that halogen compounds are indeed important in the chemistry of the troposphere, both at midlatitude and in polar regions (3–5).

Studies of the reactivity of salt solutions have suggested that there is an enhancement of the absolute anion concentrations at the interface. At first sight, such an enhancement appears contrary to thermodynamic expectations, because image-charge repulsion should move ions away from the surface and because the addition of salt to water causes an increase in surface tension. Hu et al. (9) suggested that Cl− and Br− ions must exist at the liquid/vapor interface of such solutions based on measurements of the uptake of Cl2 and Br2 gases by alkali-halide salt solutions. To explain experimental measurements of reactions of gas-phase oxidants with concentrated NaCl aerosol droplets, Knipping et al. (7) have also suggested that Cl− ion concentrations are enhanced at the liquid/vapor interface. This contention is supported by classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. More recently, Jungwirth and Tobias (10, 11) have elaborated on the classical MD simulations, providing additional theoretical evi-
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dence for the existence of enhanced concentrations of the larger, more polarizable halogen ions at the surfaces of the corresponding aqueous solutions. Their simulations are consistent with the observed changes in surface tension with salt concentration (10).

Garrett (12) recently pointed out that “direct experimental observations of molecular structure and energetics of ions in the interfacial region are needed to corroborate the simulations.” Given both the fundamental and the atmospheric importance of the surface chemistry at the liquid/vapor interface of salt solutions, a number of laboratories have applied surface-sensitive experimental probes to shed light on the subject of surface ion concentrations in salt solutions. Nonlinear optical experiments, particularly second-harmonic generation (SHG) and vibrational sum-frequency generation (VSFG), have been shown to probe interfacial properties. Allen and co-workers (13) have used a combination of conventional Raman spectroscopy and VSFG to compare the infrared spectra from the bulk of salt solutions (Raman spectra) with spectra from the surface region (the VSFG spectra). The VSFG experiments are sensitive to the region of the sample near the surface that is noncentrosymmetric. They interpret their results to show that the noncentrosymmetric region of the solution extends farther into the bulk for the bromide and iodide salt solutions than for pure water. The enhanced disruption of the molecular symmetry when going farther into the bulk is consistent with the classical MD simulations, which show that bromide and iodide ions are enhanced near the surface, with a corresponding enhancement of the cation just below the surface (10, 13).

Raymond et al. (14) carried out isotopic dilution experiments in conjunction with the VSFG technique. The isotopic dilution experiments provide an elegant way to separate contributions from different species to the complex OH stretching region of the VSFG spectrum. Their results on alkali-halide solutions are consistent with the existence of anions in the near-surface region of the solution. However, they do not see any change in the hydrogen bonding of the surface water that would imply either enhanced halide ion concentrations near the surface or the separation of anions and cations in the near-surface region.

Petersen et al. (15) recently reported resonant SHG experiments in which they probed the surface region of NaI and KI solutions over a wide range of concentrations. Over a narrow range of low concentrations (millimolar), they showed that their results are consistent with an enhanced anion concentration in the surface region probed by the SHG experiment.

Weber et al. (16) reported valence-band photoemission experiments in which they were able to probe the surface region of a liquid jet of alkali-halide solution. In their experiments, the liquid jet is in contact with a vacuum and thus is not in equilibrium with the vapor of the solution. Although their results do not necessarily support any surface excess of anions as predicted by the classical MD simulations, they are at the same time unable to rule out the existence of such an enhancement given the particulars of their experiment. However, based on the observed change in photoemission signals as a function of the concentration of the solution used to generate the liquid jet, they suggest that there is a “negative surface excess” of ions for the case of NaI solutions—in apparent contradiction with the classical MD simulations.

We have directly measured the ion concentrations in the surface region of alkali-halide aqueous solutions by using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to profile the surface composition of an alkali-halide salt in contact with water vapor. The recent development of techniques to acquire photoemission spectra in gas environments at pressures up to several torr (17) has allowed us to study an alkali-halide sample as a function of water vapor pressure, starting with the freshly cleaved, dry sample up to the deliquescence point of the salts (18). Relative humidity was varied by holding the sample at –10°C while varying the water pressure or by maintaining the pressure at ~2 torr while varying the sample temperature. In the experiments, the K 2p and 3p, the O 1s, and the C 1s peaks were monitored, as well as the Br 3d and I 4d peaks for KBr and KI, respectively. The C 1s peaks were monitored to quantify the small amount (submonolayer) of carbonaceous material that will always be present in such liquid/vapor interface studies. Charging of the salt surface was compensated by photoelectrons from ionized water vapor.

Quantification of the photoemission data are challenging because both gas-phase attenuation and transmission through the electron optics are energy-dependent. We overcome this problem by measuring relative anion/cation/oxygen signals for identical photoelectron kinetic energies (KEs), obtained by choosing appropriate x-ray excitation energies and normalizing by the corresponding ionization cross sections [taken from Yeh and Lindau (19)]. The use of the same KE also ensures that the sample depth analyzed is the same for all of the elements. The energy-dependent x-ray flux was measured using a calibrated photodiode. Radiation damage from the incident x-rays was avoided by continuously displacing the sample so that the spectra are obtained in fresh spots of the sample.

The change in the surface Br/K atom ratio as a function of relative humidity is shown in Fig. 1 from an experiment in which a KBr single crystal sample was cleaved in vacuum. The XPS spectra were then obtained for different values of the water vapor relative humidity up to deliquescence of the sample, at which point a visible droplet formed at the surface. These data are typical of the results obtained in a number of experiments involving different KBr samples and in two separate analysis chambers. The spectra in Fig. 1, A and B, were obtained from a sample that was cleaved just before introduction into the vacuum system and correspond to a photoelectron KE of 160 eV. The Br/K ratio remains constant around an average value of 0.8 ± 0.1 as the water vapor pressure is increased below the deliquescence point. In the saturated solution formed at deliquescence, a significant increase of the Br/K ratio to 2.5 ± 0.2 was observed. The results were independent of the manner in which the relative humidity was varied (i.e., by varying the water vapor pressure at constant sample temperature or by varying the sample temperature at constant water pressure).

For KI, a similar abrupt change was observed from an I/K ratio of 1 below deliquescence to a value of 3.4 ± 0.2 at deliquescence. These results, along with the concentration of water, obtained using the O 1s peak, are summarized in Fig. 2. Using the O peak intensity, we obtained absolute concentration values. The values are Br/K/O(H2O) = 15:7:78 and I/K/O(H2O) = 25:8:67. The
values expected for a saturated solution in the absence of ion segregation effects can be obtained from data on salt solubility at the appropriate temperature (20). In the absence of segregation, the ratios at \(-10^\circ C\) are expected to be Br/K/O(H\(_2\)O) = 5.5:5.5:8.4 and I/K/O(H\(_2\)O) = 10:10:80. Thus, as shown in Fig. 2, there is an enhancement of the absolute anion concentrations at the interface in addition to an enhanced interfacial anion/cation ratio.

The depth into the sample probed by XPS is determined by the inelastic scattering of the electrons as they exit the sample. Electrons that undergo inelastic scattering contribute to the spectral background and are lost from the peak signal. The inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of electrons is a function of their KE, so it is possible to determine concentration depth profiles by monitoring the same elements with different photon energies (and thus different photoelectron KEs). For KEs above 100 eV, the IMFP increases with energy. Results from such experiments for deliquesced KBr and KI samples are shown in Fig. 3, in which we plot the measured anion/cation atomic ratio as a function of the photoelectron KE. Both KI and KBr show significant enhancement of the halide ion concentration in the more surface-sensitive experiments (low photoelectron KE). In both cases, a ratio of 1 (±0.1) was obtained when the experiment was performed with photoelectrons of higher KE that probe deeper into the solution.

Our results therefore agree qualitatively with the picture derived from the MD simulations, not only in regard to the preferential enhancement of anion concentration at the surface but also in confirming the greater effect for the larger, more polarizable iodide. A more quantitative comparison between our experiments and the simulations requires a convolution of the simulation results with an exponentially decaying experimental probe depth that would be characteristic of the XPS experiment (21). Figure 4 shows the results of the simulations for a 1.2 M NaBr solution carried out by Jungwirth and Tobias, along with an exponentially decaying experimental probe depth function for the case of an electron IMFP of 10 Å. Unfortunately, the IMFP values are not well known, particularly for liquids such as water. In the case of solid materials, reported values of IMFP vary from 5 to 10 Å at electron KEs in the range from 100 to 200 eV (22). Using these two extreme values and the density profiles of the Jungwirth and Tobias simulations (10, 11), we obtain predicted anion/cation ratios of I\(^-\)/cation = 1.65 (IMFP = 5.0 Å) and 1.26 (IMFP = 10 Å) and Br\(^-\)/cation = 1.32 (IMFP = 5.0 Å) and 1.10 (IMFP = 10 Å). It appears then that the experiments measure a larger enhancement than predicted by the classical MD simulations of Jungwirth and Tobias (10, 11).

There are several potential origins of the quantitative difference between our experiments and the simulations. For ease of handling, the experiments were carried out with KBr and KI, whereas the simulations used Na\(^+\) as the cation. We believe that it is highly unlikely that this difference would affect the results. As mentioned previously, we have carried out the experiments at slightly reduced temperatures. In addition, because of the manner in which our experiments are done, the solutions are necessarily at saturation concentration (they are in equilibrium with both water and undissolved solid). The simulations we compare to here were carried out at a concentration of 1.2 M. The salt concentration may affect the amount of anion enhancement observed in the simulations (10, 11). Preliminary results of simulations of more concentrated KBr solutions at \(-10^\circ C\) show results that are quite similar to the simulations at 1.2 M shown in Fig. 4 (23). Allen and co-workers (13) carried out VSFG experiments on NaBr and NaI solutions at relatively low salt concentrations. However, the disruption of the interfacial hydrogen bonding of the water increased when the salt concentration was increased. Efforts are under way to provide detailed comparisons between the experiments described here and MD simulations carried out for comparable concentrations and temperatures (23). In carrying out experiments on solution interfaces, it is impossible to completely avoid contamination of the interface with impurities. As noted above, in our experiments the liquid/vapor interface contains small amounts (submonolayer) of carbonaceous material. An advantage of the XPS experiments is that we can easily quantify the amount of carbonaceous material at the interface. The anion/cation ratios that we measure are insensitive to the small amount of carbon at the interface in the submonolayer regime. Because it is likely that all liquid/vapor interface experiments have small amounts of carbonaceous material at the interface, it is important to quantitatively compare these amounts in future experiments and understand the impact on interface properties.

In making quantitative comparisons between experiments and the classical MD simulations, it should also be noted that the detailed results of such simulations are known to be particularly sensitive to the interaction potentials that are used (24). Molecular simulations have been successfully tested against and found to be consistent with bulk solution properties and even against the results of cluster studies. However, there are few quantitative results on solution interfaces to provide a benchmark tests for the interaction potentials that are used for the study of liquid/vapor interfaces. As a result, it will be very important to continue close collaborative work between new experiments and simulations in this area.
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Nightglow in the Upper Atmosphere of Mars and Implications for Atmospheric Transport

Jean-Loup Bertaux,1, François Leblanc,2 Séverine Perrier,1 E. Quemerais,1 Oleg Korablev,3 É. Dimarellis,1 A. Reberac,1 F. Forget,3 P. C. Simon,4 S. A. Stern,5 Bill Sandel,6 the SPICAM team†

We detected light emissions in the nightside martian atmosphere with the SPICAM (spectroscopy for the investigation of the characteristics of the atmosphere of Mars) ultraviolet (UV) spectrometer on board the Mars Express. The UV spectrum of this nightglow is composed of hydrogen Lyman α emission (121.6 nanometers) and the γ and δ bands of nitric oxide (NO) (190 to 270 nanometers) produced when N and O atoms combine to produce the NO molecule. N and O atoms are produced by extreme UV photodissociation of O2, CO2, and N2 in the dayside upper atmosphere and transported to the night side. The NO emission is brightest in the winter south polar night because of continuous downward transport of air in this region at night during winter and because of freezing at ground level.

Airglow spectroscopy and radiometry are powerful methods for remote sensing investigations of the physics of upper atmospheres of the terrestrial planets (1). For instance, martian dayglow spectra (2, 3) reveal the effect of solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation on upper atmosphere CO2 as a major heating mechanism and on production of a ionosphere. On Venus, the observed UV nightglow is composed of weak O emissions, as a signature of electron precipitations capable of maintaining a nighttime ionosphere (1), and stronger spectra of O2 and NO molecules, from radiative recombination of N and O atoms produced on the day side and transported to the night side. Thus, these NO and O2 emissions are important tracers of atmospheric transport at high altitudes, constraining general circulation models. Up to now, however, nightglow from Mars had escaped detection.

The SPICAM (spectroscopy for the investigation of the characteristics of the atmosphere of Mars) instrument on board Mars Express (MEX) is a UV-infrared (IR) dual spectrometer dedicated primarily to the study of the atmosphere and ionosphere of Mars (4, 5) but also capable of providing important results on the surface albedo of Mars. A UV imaging spectrometer (118 to 320 nm, spectral resolution of 1.5 nm, intensified charge coupled device) is dedicated to nadir viewing, limb viewing, and atmospheric vertical profiling by stellar and solar occultations (6).

The UV channel of SPICAM is a full UV imaging spectrometer that spatially resolves 288 spectra along its slit, but, because of telemetry constraints, only five spectra can be transmitted for each 1-s measurement. These spectra are usually a sum of n individual spectra, with n = 32 in the present case, forming five band spectra (numbered from 0 to 4). The slit of the spectrometer, placed at the focus of the parabolic mirror, has two parts: a narrow part, achieving a spectral resolution of 1.5 nm, and a wide part, achieving a higher (10 times greater) photometric sensitivity for extended sources at the expense of a reduced spectral resolution (6 nm). Two band spectra were acquired with the narrow slit, and three band spectra with the wide slit, during each second in the observations reported here (7).

At the time of this observation [orbit 734, 16 August 2004, 07:00 universal time (UT)], the orbit of MEX had its pericenter on the night side, at an altitude of 266 km and a latitude of −16°. The orbit is almost polar, and MEX was descending from north to south. The attitude was fixed in an inertial system (departing from the usual nadir pointing near pericenter), so that the line of sight (LOS), which is aligned with the + Z body axis of the spacecraft, provided a grazing view of the limb while MEX was passing through its pericenter (+10 mn).

As a result, the altitude of the tangent point of the LOS [Mars nearest point (MNP)] changed from 375 km to a minimum of 15 km and back to 422 km. At the same time, the latitude changed from −11° to −70°. The whole
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